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Comment on “Infinite-Cluster Geometry
in Central-Force Networks”

In a recent Letter [1], Moukarzel, Duxbury, and Leath
(MDL) claim that for generic bond and site diluted tri-
angular lattices (i) the infinite cluster probabilityP` is
discontinuous at the rigidity transition; whereas (ii) the
backbone probabilityPB changes continuously. In making
this claim, MDL were guided by a calculation [1] involving
a Bethe lattice with a rigid boundary. They suggest tha
the first-order nature found in their calculations could be
general feature of rigidity percolation, and that the rigidity
transition on the generic triangular lattice is not a straigh
forward second-order transition as Jacobs and Thorpe p
viously proposed [2].

In this Comment, we introduce therandom bond model
consisting ofN points thrown down randomly in a plane,
with each point joined at random to six other points
(without regard to distance) to form a six-coordinated two
dimensional network. Small rings appear with probability
Os1yNd. We compare the bond diluted random bond
model with the generic triangular lattice over a rang
of bond concentrationsp. A useful quantity to monitor
is the fraction of floppy modesfspd, whereNfspd can
be used as afree energy[2]. The first derivative of
fspd with respect top, denoted asfs1dspd (which is an
energy analog), is calculated exactly per realization usin
the pebble game[2]. In Fig. 1 we show that for the
random bond model,fs1dspd has a clear discontinuity at the
transition and has no singular behavior. The distributio
of the quantityfs1dspd over an ensemble of independen
realizations (at fixedp) is bimodal nearpc. A transfer
of weight from one peak to the other occurs asp is
varied through the transition. Sincefs1dspd is linearly
related to the number of overconstrained bonds [2], it to
is discontinuous.

In contrast, for the generic triangular lattice,fs1dspd is
continuous and has singular behavior [2]. The distributio
of fs1dspd has a single peak that moves continuously
through the transition asp is varied.

In view of the above comparison, a simple picture
emerges for the character of the rigidity transition: o
pathological networks having an absence of rings on
finite length scale asN ! `, such as in the random bond
model and Bethe lattice, the rigidity transition is first orde
without singular behavior in the backbone. On the gener
triangular lattice the rigidity transition is second order in
the conventionalsense. All numerical evidence to date
[1–3], on generic triangular lattices, is consistent with ou
previous analysis [2]. In particular,P` is singular and
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FIG. 1. Showing the first derivative of the fraction of floppy
modesfs1dspd as a function of the bond concentrationp in
the bond dilutedgeneric triangular lattice (solid line with
pc  0.6603 6 0.0003) and therandom bond model(dashed
line with pc  0.656 6 0.001). This simulation data was
averaged over many samples where the number of realizatio
multiplied by the number of sitesø109, and the largest sample
contained106 sites.

continuously goes to zero aspc is approached from above.
Although a sufficiently small discontinuity can never be
completely ruled out numerically, the analysis by MDL,
which leads them to believeP` is discontinuous, is based
on tracking thedifferencebetween the incipient infinite
cluster and the backbone. We note that much large
networks are required before the true scaling become
apparent in this difference quantity.
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